GENETIC CLINIC INFORMATION

1. CLINIC NAME: GENE-OMM MEDICAL CENTRE
2. NAME OF INSTITUTE: 
3. NAME OF CLINIC DIRECTOR: Dr. M. PRADEEPKUMAR
4. QUALIFICATIONS: MD., DCH., DNB., FCG
5. ADDRESS OF CLINIC: No. 79 Ramanujam nagar (Off Kamarajar road), uppilipalayam
   a. CITY: COIMBATORE
   b. STATE: TAMILNADU
   c. POSTAL CODE: 641015
6. PHONE: 7373146666, 04222575666
7. EMAIL: geneomm@gmail.com
8. WEB URL: www.geneomm.com
9. FAX: 

10. SERVICES PROVIDED (Tick whatever is applicable) 
    
    a. PEDIATRIC GENETICS 
    b. ADULT GENETICS 
    c. CANCER GENETICS 
    d. PRENATAL DIAGNOSIS (TieUp With Mediscans, Chennai) 
    e. FETAL ULTRASOUNDGRAPHY